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Experimenter Briefing
Tracking with the EyeLink 1000 Tracker and EyeTrack

PREPARATION
1. Switch on the multi-plug connector
2. Open the Host-PC front and switch it on (button on the right side and then power 

button on the front). Make sure you are in menu screen “Camera Setup”.
3. Switch on the Display-PC (laptop) and log in as “vlab”
4. Open the cover of the camera
5. On the Display-PC open EyeTrack and then open the desired experiment (in Desktop\

EyeTrack Experiments\)
6. In the menu choose Experiment->run
7. Choose ”randomize and interleave”
8. In the “Condition” field type in the current version number (This number should be 

increased participant by participant until the number of conditions is reached. Then start from 
1 again). Then click OK.

9. In the next dialogue choose a filename. The the name shown is of the form 
EXPNAME.EDF. The part before .EDF has to be 8 characters maximum! Make sure to put 
the participant number at the end of the name: So start from EXPNAME1.EDF.
➢ Shorten the filename in case it exceeds 8 characters!

ADJUSTING THE TRACKER
10. Adjust table height and forehead rest. (If possible, do not change chin rest height)
11. For binocular: Center the nose on the middle line on the screen
12. The green squares should be centered on the pupils: double-click on pupils to 

arrange
13. The red ellipses define the region to search for the pupil and the CR

➢ [SHIFT] + arrow keys = changes position
➢ [ALT] + arrow keys = changes size

14. Click "Image->Display" to make the eye appear on the display
15. Turn the camera lens to adjust the focus on the eye as clear as possible
16. Adjust the CR: [+] and [-]
17. Adjust the pupil threshold: [Page Up] and [Page Down]

➢ For binocular: Click on either eye to adjust its thresholds
➢ At the lower left of the setup screen you can change the illumination strength if 

necessary.
18. Click “Calibration”. Accept the first fixation when it is stable. The rest will be 

accepted automatically.
19. When done, click on “accept”

➢ If during calibration the system does not react to button clicks anymore, press 
[ESC] on the Display-PC.

20. Click “Exit Setup” to start the experiment.
➢ During the experiment you can always force a recalibration by clicking on “Abort Trial”. 

21. …when the experiment is finished save the data file on the Display-PC
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END OF THE DAY
1. On Host-PC click on “Exit Eyelink”
2. Switch off the Host-PC (also use the switch on the right side)
3. Switch off Display-PC
4. Return cover onto the camera lens.
5. Switch off multi-plug connector.

HOW TO BACKUP DATA

1. On the Display-PC (laptop) find the current experiment under Desktop\EyeTrack 
Experiments\ 

2. optionally, convert the *.edf file to ASCII file with the EDF Converter
3. burn them on CD or use a USB stick to copy the files onto the “bigmac“ in 

/data/project_finals/ET/[expname]/rawdata
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